
Future POS...
Your future is our Future
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You need it customized? 
Start with a blank sheet of paper and then draw 
out how you want your screens designed. Future 
POS is that flexible! Notice that each screen 
layout pictured here is different, because the order 
entry screen is totally flexible and configurable to 
your needs. Your menu screen can be programmed 
to generate the most efficient layout for your type 
of business, as well as to reduce server training 

time. Screens can be created for different staff (bartenders, servers, 
managers), while buttons can be created in various sizes, colors, 
fonts, and with logos, graphics, bitmaps or plain text. Future POS 
software fits any restaurant application, from fine dining, casual, 
pizza delivery, quick service, pool hall, cafeteria and more. We 
strongly urge you to compare our ability to customize menus with the 
competition. 

Labor Scheduling 
The advanced Labor Scheduling feature allows 
management to schedule staff for multiple jobs 
by pay period. You can schedule an employee’s 
shift, enter their vacations and record days off. 
Graphical colored bars clearly show employee 
availability. Schedules can be printed in the office 
and posted by job code, making it very easy to 
see everyone’s shifts. Employees can also print 
their own schedule from any POS terminal to 
the local receipt printer. Hours and gross pay are 
accumulated so management can forecast what 
the labor cost will be for that scheduled period. 

Multi-Column Modifiers 
Reduce ordering time with our fast, simple and customizable multi-column modifiers. 
Every option for an item can be found in one modifier window. No need to click from 
screen to screen or search for buttons on different menus! 

Great features at your fingertips

Mission Statement:
At Future POS, Inc., we are firmly committed to providing our customers with the most powerful, 

robust and user-friendly software on the market. We pride ourselves on leading the industry in 

innovation, by constantly integrating the latest technologies and offering the most advanced 

point-of-sale product. Lastly, we strive to bring these solutions to our customers at a price that 

can’t be matched in value.
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Now available to download 
from the Apple/Android app stores

Future POS Mobile Apps
Convenient, innovative POS apps in the palm of your hand!

Future POS Mobile Ordering
Enhance the end-user experience with fast and easy order entry via an 

app. Offer your customers the convenience and flexibility of ordering 

in advance directly from their mobile device. With Future POS Mobile 

Ordering, orders print directly in your store.

• No external IP printers or fax lines needed!
• Easy access to previously ordered items
• Configurable order types
• Customizable information page for advertising
• Designed and skinned to match the look of your store

Future POS Remote Control
Access store level data right from your smartphone! The Future POS 

Remote Control app features 5 scrollable screens of configurable 

reports and charts, and it provides useful comparison data of your sales 

and labor.

Mobile management features...
• Link one phone to multiple stores
• Send messages directly to your staff or POS system 
• Easily update item prices
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bringing you state of the art 

technology!

Digital Signage
Future POS continues to be a leader in the POS market by introducing the technology that customers 

are demanding. President and CEO of Future POS, John Giles, stated that Future POS has always 

been the best value on the market, and with the addition of Digital Signage to our Fusion product, 

we continue to give restaurateurs the tools they need to be successful. Our Digital Signage module 

is included FREE OF CHARGE, and will do things that you would expect from a Digital Signage 

system that would typically cost a restaurateur several thousand dollars.

Scheduled Content
• Display advertisements, specials, movies and more!
• Content can be scheduled in a customized playlist to run monthly, weekly or daily
• Uses popular file formats such as .JPG, .PNG, .GIF,  MPEG4 or .SWF

Scoreboard Output
• Rear facing displays or outside drive-thru displays
• HTML based screens to create customized layouts
• Real-time output of sales information

Digital Menuboards
• Features Live Menu updates from Future POS
• HTML based screens to create customized layouts
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Future POS offers your customers the ability to view your entire menu online and order from the 

convenience of their home or office computer anytime.  We will design a professional and state of 

the art website that reflects your menu and business style and that will allow customers to shop, 

order and pay online.  All orders are securely processed by your in-store Future POS system and 

then sent to be packaged for delivery, takeout, or curbside pick-up.  Increase "to go" and delivery 

sales while decreasing the costs involved to manually handle these orders.  

Website Features
• Increased exposure of your business
• Accepts all major credit cards
• 100% Customizable
• Cuts down on phone orders and improves takeout order accuracy 
• Data tied directly to your Future POS system
• Web portal that you control
• Interface built specifically for you by our team of expert web developers
• All development done by Future POS to eliminate third party communication issues

Use Future POS Online Ordering to give 
your business an edge over the rest!

Online Ordering

Custom Made For You
Future POS Online Ordering provides you with an online ordering interface that is customized  
to your business.  Don’t have a website?  Let our web design experts design one for you!  Already  
have a website? No problem! We can integrate our Online Ordering shopping cart with your  
existing website.

Online Ordering System
At Future POS, we simplify the installation and management o f 
your system with custom designs, website hosting on our 
dedicated and secure servers, and even have the ability  
to process credit card transactions. Future POS provides 
real-time automatic inventory updates, item management, 
sales, and even puts the control of website content directly 
in your hands!



Handheld Technology 
Future POS handheld devices will provide your workforce with increased efficiency and mobility 

while giving your customers faster service. Handheld devices are similar to a Future POS terminal, 

only portable. The handheld POS puts all of the features of the standard terminal in the palm of your 

hand and it is very straightforward to operate. Employees can enter orders and complete any other 

tasks that they would normally perform by using the same buttons they would see on a Future POS 

terminal.

Complete POS Functionality 
The handheld POS interface mimics the standard POS, enabling servers to access all of the robust 
features of the traditional standard POS with almost no extra training. Future POS gives you the freedom 
of a handheld POS without sacrificing functionality.

Bring Your Own Device
Future POS’s handheld support is a completely open platform. If you want to use ruggedized devices, 
such as a WideFly handheld, you can.  If you prefer something less expensive and more mainstream, you 
can use an iPod Touch, iPad, Samsung Galaxy tablet, Kindle Fire and even a Nook.  Future POS can use 
whichever device you prefer, and will work with virtually any modern handheld device.

Integrated Credit Card Features for Security
Handheld technology provides customers with quicker service and better security from credit card 
"identity theft." With Future POS handhelds, we offer signature capture and the ability to email 
customer receipts. Handhelds support portable credit card-swipe devices, enabling servers to swipe a 
customer’s credit card and complete a transaction without ever removing the card from the customer’s 
sight. The handheld POS also supports portable belt printers, allowing servers to print credit card slips 
right at the table. 

Improved Customer Service and Lower Labor Costs
The handheld POS can improve customer service by enabling your servers to stay on the floor where 
they’re needed. Handhelds allow servers to take and send orders without ever walking to 
the kitchen ... or even to a standard workstation! In high traffic or arena environments, 
the handheld POS allows servers to focus on serving customers, rather than 
running back and forth. This means a restaurant owner is 
able to schedule fewer servers on the floor, reducing 
overall labor and increasing profitability.

Call today to find out how  
handheld technology can  
help improve your bottom line!
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End to End Encryption
Future POS has partnered with Mercury Payment Systems to be the "First in Hospitality" with 

true End-to-End Encryption utilizing E2E technology that keeps card data safe from theft. 

Using MAGTEK’s encrypted MSR, merchants can completely protect themselves from having a  

point-of-sale related credit card security breach. The POS system never has access to any sensitive 

cardholder data, so there is no way for it to be stolen!

This secure, pay-at-the-table solution removes the customer from the scope of PCI, streamlining 
the settlement process and improving the overall dining experience. Future POS offers merchants the 
convenience of using off-the-shelf devices and innovative features, including:

BulleT Bluetooth MSR for Android
Ensure secure payments with MAGTEK’s new BulleT Bluetooth MSR. All of the credit card data is encrypted 
as soon as it’s read by the Bluetooth BulleT and is only readable by the credit card processing servers at 
Mercury Payment Systems. Servers can even wear the BulleT MSR on a lanyard for faster tableside payment.

New Signature Capture Technology
Future POS goes one step further by providing another layer of security with our new Signature Capture 
technology. Using virtually any handheld device, patrons can sign the POS tab directly in front of the server 
without having their credit card ever leave their sight.

Ability to Email Customer Receipts
In addition to enhancing payment security, Future POS allows you to email 
credit card receipts directly to your customers. Reduce paper waste and 
improve customer service at the same time with this convenient feature. 

Improve Security and Efficiency 
with Future POS E2E Technology!
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Future POS 
Visit us today:  
www.futurepos.com

Innovative Options

Powerful Microsoft SQL™ Database 
The latest edition of Future POS, Future Fusion, now runs on a Microsoft SQL™ database! Previously, you had to decide between 
using a product that had lots of features but ran on a proprietary database, or a product that used Microsoft SQL™ but had limited 
functionality.  With the release of Future Fusion, restaurateurs and developers will finally have the best of both worlds.  One of the 
goals of Future Fusion was to take Future POS to the next level by combining all of the functionality of Future POS with a fast and 
reliable database in order to give users complete access to their data.  Microsoft SQL™ is the industry standard, therefore, integration 
to third party applications is easier than ever!  Future Fusion still has all of the great features and reliability that you came to 
expect from previous versions of Future POS, plus the ability to really make the software work for you thanks to Microsoft SQL™. 

Menu Maintenance: 
Menu Maintenance gives the user the ability to manipulate their menu in an unprecedented Graphical User Interface.  We utilize 
the latest Microsoft technologies to bring you a product that is unparalleled in ease of use, as well as overall look and feel.  
While other products are patching together decades-old technology and pretending it’s new, Future POS is constantly reinvesting 
and reinventing its products, giving you a modern user interface that was built using current technology – not something that’s 
antiquated.

Surveillance
Improve security and reduce losses with our built-in surveillance module and ordinary web cameras. Future 
POS can monitor your business with event-driven video and real-time surveillance, and we can also write a log 
file of your video activity for your records. Protect your business from fraud and theft by tracking important 
point-of-sale activities.
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Driver’s License Verification
Simplify the ID verification process with Future POS’s Driver’s License Verification. By using any POS 
terminal, you can easily verify a driver’s license by swiping it through the magnetic swipe reader that you 
already use for credit cards.  If you live in a state that uses barcodes on the license instead of magnetic 
stripes, a barcode reader can also be used to scan driver’s license info. Once the license is scanned 
or swiped, a screen will appear that clearly shows the current age, name, date of birth and address of 
your customer, as well as the expiration date of the license. Eliminate the guesswork and ensure your 
customers are of the legal drinking age with this convenient feature.

Kitchen Video Display Unit (VDU)
Reduce paper waste and provide faster order fulfillment by outputting orders to a Video Display Unit instead 
of a remote printer. This technology quickly displays orders to your kitchen staff, allowing you to reduce ticket 
times and to increase table turns. In addition to tracking prep times, a Kitchen VDU can also provide helpful 
preparation instructions for enhanced order accuracy. Future POS offers interfaces to several leading VDU 
products, including QSR, Harmony from Partner Tech, and Chef from Select Electronics.

Frequent Diner 
Build customer loyalty and capture repeat business with our free and easy-to-use frequent diner program. With 
Future POS, you have the ability to assign customers to 32 different plans with 32 bonus levels within each. All 
you have to do is select the bonus method, such as number of visits or dollars spent, and then choose to reward 
frequent diners with a coupon, discount, gift certificate or customer credit. This is a great way to target your 
most profitable customers and keep them coming back for more.

Fingerprint Identification
Fingerprint Identification provides a lock-tight security measure for signing on to a terminal, clocking in and out, 
performing voids, etc. This completely eliminates "buddy punching," and it also ensures that only managers have 
access to manager functions.
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Dealer Contact Information


